Tax Liability Insurance
MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS

THE PARAGON WAY. INDEPENDENCE. EXPERTISE. TRUST
Paragon is a highly-specialist, independent insurance broker
with over 20 years’ experience acting as a wholesale broker
to the US insurance market.
Paragon operates in the Lloyd’s of London, Bermuda,
European and International Specialty markets, placing some
of the largest and most sophisticated insurance programs
in the world for global, professional firms. Our customers
range from start-ups to international industry leaders, who
are seeking independent and intelligent insurance solutions.
Paragon is the largest independent broker of US lawyers
and A&E into the London market.
Our business is divided into teams who focus on complex
risk management and risk transfer challenges within their
own specialist sectors. This structure means we provide a
more professional and personal service to your organization
than any other broker.

The Paragon M&A team supports all parties involved in an
M&A transaction. We have developed a strong reputation
for providing trusted advice and delivering effective M&A
insurance solutions. Our team is comprised of a blend of
lawyers, tax advisors and insurance professionals, so we
can draw on a wealth of varied experience.
We work closely with our US partner brokers to find bespoke
transactional insurance solutions for their clients globally.
The team have considerable experience with placing a range
of M&A insurance policies in the US by accessing both the
domestic and international markets.

MANAGING TAX RISKS
Taxation is one of the most politicized areas of law and
therefore frequently subject to change. Whether it is due
to a change of policy by an incoming administration, or
the impact of changes to taxation on a global scale (ie BEPS),
businesses and their advisors must remain up to date with
a vast amount of frequently changing rules.
Tax Liability insurance (TLI) has developed alongside
Representations and Warranty insurance (R&W) over the
last 20 years into a sophisticated, globally recognized tool
to assist parties with managing tax risks.
The market of insurers offering TLI policies has increased
dramatically in recent years in the US and across the globe.
This has led to more competitive premiums along with an
increase in capacity and breadth of tax risks that insurers
will consider. All this means that TLI provides a cost-effective
solution in an ever-increasing range of transaction dynamics.
REASONS TO CONSIDER TLI
If due diligence has identified a potential tax issue
Where a tax issue is identified in the course of a transaction
it can often create a sticking point in negotiations. This
could be because the parties can’t agree on the quantum
or the profile of the risk, or the buyer simply won’t accept
exposure to an identified issue.
TLI can be used to quantify worst case economic
exposure of a known issue with uncertain outcomes,
thereby minimizing any leverage opportunity potential
buyers may seek. This in turn takes the matter off the
negotiation table and allows all the parties involved to
concentrate on getting the transaction over the line.
Utilise a TLI policy to help manage provisions
for capital on a balance sheet
The era of cheap money driven by historically low interest
rates is expected to end. This means that the cost to a
business of having trapped capital is going to increase.
Where a company is required to make a provision for an
identified tax risk on its balance sheet, a TLI policy can
be utilised as part of a risk management strategy to mitigate
the impact of such a provision.
Weighing up the cost of the one-off premium compared
to the ongoing cost of having capital trapped on a balance
sheet means that a TLI policy is an economically efficient
option in a range of scenarios.
By providing more certainty on particularly
complex or cross-border transactions
International transactions or intra-group reorganizations often
involve navigating complex tax legislation across multiple
jurisdictions which can result in risk. TLI policies help clients
and their advisors manage this risk by providing certainty that
if a risk were to crystallize, they would have a policy to rely on.

GLOBAL CAPACITY
FOR M&A INSURANCE
SOLUTIONS NOW
IN EXCESS OF

$2B

WHAT TLI COVERS
Defense costs
TLI can also provide for the costs of defending a claim
for tax to which the policy relates. This means that a
TLI policy could provide cover from the first $1 of cost
incurred, from dealing with an enquiry from a tax
authority into the specific matter, to defending the
claim in the courts.
Interest and penalties
In the event that a tax authority successfully
challenges a filing position, interest and penalties
will likely be imposed which can materially increase
the amount owed. A TLI policy will also provide
for interest and penalties up to the limit taken out.
‘Gross up’
In the event that the insured party is subject to
tax on receipt of insurance proceeds, a TLI policy
will ‘gross-up’ the payment so that the recipient
is put back in the same net position.
Policy period
TLI policies will typically provide cover for 6 years
however longer periods maybe available depending
on the tax risk.

A

$600M
TLI POLICY WAS
WRITTEN IN
EARLY 2018

Take into account defense
costs, interest, penalties
and gross up as well as the
quantum of the underlying
tax liability when considering
the policy limit

WHAT WON’T A TLI COVER?
Reportable transactions, listed transactions
or what is considered ‘aggressive’ tax planning.
If a particular type of tax planning is subject
to an ongoing challenge by a tax authority.
Although geographical cover is expanding, insurers
tend to insure risks in jurisdictions where the tax
system is developed and where the court system is
reliable which means that some jurisdictions will be
considerably more challenging. There will also be
those jurisdictions that are prohibited due to sanctions.

TAX RISKS TYPICALLY PROVIDED FOR IN THE US

• Tax neutral reorganizations
• REITs / real estate acquisition / sales
• Loss of 338(h)(10) election due to defective
S Corp qualification

• Federal or state tax credits
(renewable energy investment tax credits etc.)

• Fund liquidation
• Sales tax

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BEPS
On shoring intangible assets
FIN48 risks
Conservation easements
Withholding tax
Inversions
Transfer pricing
Net operating losses carry forwards

CASE STUDY

HOW WE CAN HELP YOU

• A buyer acquired a company.

At Paragon, our experts will help you through
the entire process, from defining your tax risks
and providing a submission to the market, to
helping you understand all costs associated
with TLI. We can even advise you during a tax
dispute if necessary.

• The company was classified as an S Corporation
for federal income tax purposes.
• A section 338(h)(10) election was made.
• As a result of the election the client calculated
that, on a discounted basis, they would have
c.$110million of tax benefits that would be
available over a 15-year period.
• While deemed a low risk, in the event the IRS
successfully challenged the ‘S Corp’ status of
the company the tax benefits would be lost.
• As this is a material figure within the overall
transaction, the client sought cover to provide
for the “loss of value” in the event the company
was found not to be an ‘S Corp’. Tax could also
have become payable to the IRS for the years
prior to the acquisition, if concluded that the
company was not an ‘S Corp’.

Paragon: Independence. Expertise. Trust
We’re an independently owned insurance broker, operating in the
Lloyd’s of London, Bermuda, European and International Specialty
markets. We work with our local partners in the US to meet all
regulatory requirements.
Our business is divided into teams who focus on complex risk
management and risk transfer challenges within their own
specialist sector.
This structure means we can provide a more personal, more
professional service to your organization than any other broker.
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